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**NEWS IN BRIEF**

**Chances San Francisco**

27-40 Don Frazzino was announced as the State Republican presidential convention representative.

**Passes Pay Ike Bill**

A popular San Francisco business group has agreed to pay for a 49 per cent of the increased services at the State House. Governor R. S. Wedel said that he would consider the request.

**Reported As Good As Named**

James Moran, a Democrat, has been chosen as the new mayor of the city of Detroit. The mayor will be sworn in on April 1.

**Mistake Approves Stateboard Bill**

The Michigan House of Representatives has approved the Senate-passed bill which would have increased the State Board of Education.

---

**Spine by Spinners Promotes Mellow Males**

Money gets Adele Taylor in...
**Facts Tell the Story**

**Men Make Excuses, But Coeds Pledge the Blood**

As usual, the needs are leading the run in supporting the blood drive at M.S.C. Currently it is about 30 to 1.

Operators of the sign-up desks in the Union are instilling the "right attitude" about donating their blood. They tell people they don't get paid, and in fact, they give the vote and appearance of not doing blood.

But male students seem to shy away from donating, with remarks that they would find the blood drive "too hot". But female students are more willing to donate. They say they are not being paid and are simply giving it as a form of service.

But the drive is in its second day, and the blood isn't needed as badly as expected. The first day of the drive brought in only 20 units of blood, which is significantly lower than the expected amount.

**If Reds Attack Quemoy, Matsu**

**Dulles Suggests U. S. Action**

Do you approve of the way President Eisenhower set the course you have adopted in his recent TV announcement?

If yes, answer, "Yes, I approve of it.

If no, answer, "No, I do not approve of it."

Your opinion is needed by the United States Senate. Please answer this by telephone.

**Michigan State News**

**Trouble at Shaw Towing Refusal Perturbs Driver**

Currently it is at a 6 to 1 ratio. If the needs continue as expected, we should have a significant blood drive at a time when the blood drive is needed. This is an urgent matter, and we should all do our part to support the effort.

If the needs continue as expected, we should have a significant blood drive at a time when the blood drive is needed. This is an urgent matter, and we should all do our part to support the effort.
Radicals Drop Zuvas In IM Action, 69-99

SIX teams and our individual

I. Vezzo
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CSF Convocation
To Open Sunday
Dr. Glenn Olds Scheduled
To Speak for Services

"You and the World Struggle" will be the general topic of all college. Campus Christian Convocation, Feb. 22.

The Christian Student Foundation, sponsor of the conference, will present Dr. Glenn Olds, Bishop of the United Methodist Church of Central California, as its
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